FRIDAY 27 OCTOBER 2006
Opening Addresses 09:00-10:00h
JAJKOV FINC, President of the Jewish Community of Bosnia and Herzegovina
MICHAEL SCHORKEN, Director of the Goethe-Institute Bosnia and Herzegovina
GRET A FERUŠIĆ, Professor and Auschwitz survivor
I Keynote Lecture 10:00-11:00h
IVO GOLSTEIN University of Zagreb
Preparatory Conditions for the Organization and Implementation of the Holocaust in South Eastern Europe
Coffee break 11:00-11:30h
II Keynote Lecture 11:30-12:30h
WALTER MANOSCHEK University of Vienna
The Destruction of Yugoslavian Jewry
Lunch break 12:30-14:00h
I Panel Regional Case Studies 14:00-16:00h
Chair: PAUL MILLER International University of Sarajevo and McDaniel College (Maryland, USA)
EMILY GRIEBEL BALIĆ Stanford University and Belieb Center, Harvard University
Carpatho-Ukraine from a Holocaust perspective: A Case Study of Sarajevo
CARL RETHE Freie Universität Berlin
Genocide and Controversial Language: The Jewish Jews in Yugoslavia
STEVEN F. SAGE Jewish Claims Conference Research Unit
USHMM, Washington, D.C.
Bulgaria’s Experience of the Holocaust: Who will not remember will not be remembered
APOTOL KOTANI In the Name of the Jewish community
SATURDAY 28 OCTOBER 2006
II Panel Historiography and Public Memory in Serbia 09:00-11:00h
Chair: VERA KATZ Institute for History, Sarajevo
JOYAN T. RYFORD Open University, Milton Keynes, UK
Holocaust in History and Public Memory: The Case of Contemporary Serbia
EMIL KEREN UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN
The State of Holocaust Research in Serbia
DAGAN ČETKOVIC Museum of genocide victims, Belgrade
Holocaust in Yugoslavia: An Attempt of Denationalization (Methodology, Questions, Examples, Results)
JOYAN ČULJIBEK Perpetualization of the Holocaust Historiography in Former Yugoslavia and General Knowledge on the Holocaust
Coffee break 11:00-11:30h
II Panel Preservation and Knowledge Reproduction 11:30-13:00h
Chair: HRSNJA KAMBEROVIĆ Director, Institute for History, Sarajevo
MILENA GAĆIĆ and SABADALA GAĆIĆ
Historical archives of Sarajevo
Holocaust Research and the Archives
NENAD ANTONIJEVIĆ Museum of Genocide Victims, Belgrade
The Role of the Museum of Genocide Victims in disseminating knowledge of genocide and the Holocaust in the Republic of Serbia
MIJICA MIHALIĆ
Jewish Historical Museum, Belgrade
The Role of the Belgrade Jewish Historical Museum in the Research and Presentation of the Holocaust in Yugoslavia
Lunch break 13:00-14:30h
II Panel Lessons and Legacies: The Balkans in the 1990s 14:30-16:30h
Chair: VIOLETA RUBIĆ University of Sarajevo
PETR ZOBKA The Albanian Jewish Friendship Association (AfA) An Overview of Albanian-Israeli Relations
KLEMEN KUMNOC
Balkan War: Impact of the Victims of Persecution
DARIO RHA La Salle University
Ethnic Cleansing in the Balkans: Genocide, Destruction and Lessons from the Holocaust
Coffee break 16:30-17:00h
II Panel Holocaust Education in the Region 17.00-18.30h
Chair: HRSNJA KAMBEROVIĆ Institute for History, Sarajevo
MEYA JOVAKOVIĆ University of Zurich
Holocaust Education in Croatia: An Analysis of History Teaching and Historiography
MILAN BALABAN University of Banja Luka
LUKA TATISOVIĆ University of Zagreb
Holocaust in the Republic of Srpska, the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Croatia
Special Evening Session Film presentation at the Bosniak Institute 20:00h
NORMAN H. GERSHAM Harvard University
Anti-Holocaust Denial Legislation: The Romanian Case in Comparative Perspective
PETRU WEBER Freie Universität Berlin
Public Memory of the Holocaust in the Post-War Romania
SUNDAY 29 OCTOBER 2006
Address 09:00-9:30h
DENIS ĐILJIĆ University of Sarajevo and Jewish Community Sarajevo
III Panel Historiography and Public Memory, Comparative 9:30-11:00h
Chair: WALTER MANOSCHEK University of Vienna
BRIGITTE MIHOK Centre for Research on Anti-Semitism, Technische Universität Berlin
Public Memories in Hungary: Phases of the Holocaust Remembrance
LILIANA BADONIC University of Vienna
Show Memorial and Vergangenheitspolitik in Croatia: Dealing with Jasenovac
JOYAN KROBIĆ Museum of Genocide Victims, Belgrade
Jasenovac: History and Historiography (Some Open Questions on Jasenovac and its Historiography)
Coffee break 11:00-11:30h
III Panel Oral history 11:30-13:00h
Chair: GARY BÄRČ Goethe-Institute Bosnia and Herzegovina
NATALJA BAĐIĆ Freie Universität Berlin
Nobody Came Back: The Second World War, Persecution of Jews and Holocaust in Family History of Serbia and Croatia
JANDA BEC-NEUMANN University of Sarajevo
JOVAN T. BYFORD University of Sarajevo and Jewish Community Sarajevo
Historical Archive of Sarajevo
Chair: VERA KATZ
Lunch break 13:00-14:30h
X Panel Holocaust in Yugoslavia, Albanian Historiography of Kosovo and the Holocaust 16:00-17:30h
Chair: EMILY GRIEBEL BALIĆ Student University and Belieb Center, Harvard University
ZORAN MANDERBAUM Jewish Community Museum
The Holocaust and its Aftermath in Mostar
FELDŽO FORTO University of Sarajevo
Effects of the Holocaust in Sarajevo: The Situation of Survivors after 1945
DANIEL PEREZ Student University
Albanian Historiography of Kosovo and the Holocaust
R.S.V.P. Please register by 26 October 2006!
Melonio Vaz prijavite uslaje naknadno do 26. oktobra 2006!
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